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Title: Beijing’s air pollution forces authorities to take drastic steps 

First Broadcast: December, 2015 

Source: ABC’s The World Today 

Minutes: 5:30 

Audio & Script: http://www.abc.net.au/worldtoday/content/2015/s4368033.htm 

Summary: 
Authorities in Beijing have been forced to take drastic steps to deal with very high air 

pollution levels. 

Interviewee(s)  Bill Birtles, the ABC’s China correspondent 

Related Stories: 
 http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/dec/08/beijing-smog-city-shuts-down-amid-

red-alert 

 
 

 
 
KEY WORDS 

Below is a list of words which appear in the report - which ones don't you know or you are unsure what 
they mean? 
 

 drastic steps (adj)  coping with (v)  issue an alert (v) 

 muffled (adj)  dense smog (adj)  phenomenon (n) 

 a bit hazy (adj)  engulf (v)  disperse (v) 

 barely see (adv)  air quality index (n)  dissipate (v) 

 flexible measures (adj)  hovering around (v)  dramatic improvement (adj) 
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DEFINITION MATCH 
 
Can you match the words with their correct definition? Use a dictionary to help you if you aren’t sure. 
  

have a strong effect, extreme  

break up, thin out and disappear  

disappear, dissolve  

easily changed if needed  

formerly make known or give out  

indicator or measure of something  

manage, handle  

not clear in shape, fuzzy, blurred  

occurrence, situation that is 

observed to exist or happen 
 

only just  

soft, not loud because of being 

blocked 
 

stay at or near a particular level  

sudden and striking  

surround, cover completely  

thick, solid  
 

drastic steps (adj) 

muffled (adj) 

a bit hazy (adj) 

barely see (adv) 

flexible measures (adj) 

coping with (v) 

dense smog (adj) 

engulf (v) 

air quality index (n) 

hovering around (v) 

issue an alert (v) 

phenomenon (n) 

disperse (v) 

dissipate (v) 

dramatic improvement (adj) 
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FOCUS QUESTIONS 
  

 

 Why is air pollution a serious problem in Beijing? What causes it? 

 

 Why does air pollution in Beijing become a lot worse at particular times of the year? Why does air 

pollution often become worse in the north-east of China during winter? 

 

 How would the air pollution affect residents? Why is the health of children of particular concern for 

parents?  

 

 The Beijing Government recently issued a ‘red alert’ – what is that? 

 

 How can the government deal with the problem in the short term? What restrictions and regulations 

can they introduce? 

 

 What can residents do to cope with the problem? 

 

 In the longer term, what can the government do to reduce air pollution?  

 

 

 

PRE-LISTENING 

 
 
Try to complete the following exercise before you listen to the report 
 
 

 A red alert is the highest ever air pollution warning issued by the Beijing Government – true or false? 

 

 

 What do you think most people in Beijing are wearing to protect themselves from the air pollution?  

 

 

 In Beijing, you can see the pollution but you can’t smell it – true or false? 

 

 

 As part of the red alert measures, what was the first thing the government restricted in Beijing?  

 

 

 Which statement is true? 

a. The pollution can disappear overnight 

b. It takes days for the pollution to disappear 

c. It takes weeks for the pollution to disappear 
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 
 
 
After listening to the report, try to answer the following questions 
 
 

1. Bill Birtles says that from his 12th story office, buildings are barely visible from how far away?  

.............................................................................................. 

 

2. Bill Birtles says you can’t smell the pollution.  T  /  F 

 

3. How is it determined which cars have to stay off the roads as part the red alert measures? 

.............................................................................................. 

 

4. To ensure there is minimal impact on the economy, factories and construction sites are operating as 

normal.  T  /  F 

 

5. Which regulation does Bill Birtles suggest is causing the most inconvenience? 

...................................................................................................................................................................... 

 

6. Which statement is true? 

a. All schools have been forced to close 

b. Schools have not been forced to close but a large number are shut 

 

7. Which statement is true? 

a. Bill Birtles says people seem largely in favour of the red alert regulations 

b. Bill Birtles says people seem largely opposed to the red alert regulations 

 

8. On the day Bill Birtles is interviewed, he says the air quality index was around the 250 to 300 mark 

and the week before 600. What is regarded as a healthy level? 

.................................................................................... 

 

9. According to Bill Birtles, why is there a particularly high level of air pollution in Beijing at the time he is 

speaking? 

a. There are more cars on the road due to the cold weather 

b. There is greater factory production and construction activity 

c. People are using their central heating systems more 

 

10. What weather conditions make the air pollution worse? .................................................................................... 
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CLOZE 
 
Use the words to complete the sentences  
 
The form of the word may need to be changed 

 

drastic                       muffled                    hazy                    barely                   

 flexible                      coping                     dense                     engulf                 

 index                    hovering                     issue                     phenomenon            

disperse                    dissipate                    dramatic 

 

 
1. After a loud explosion, the building was ....................................................................................in flames and it took 

dozens of firefighters more than 2 hours to bring the blaze under control. 
2. After sleeping in, the woman ....................................................................................made it to the airport on time to 

catch her flight. Luckily she did as she would have had to wait until the next day for another one. 
3. All flights from the airport were cancelled and arriving flights diverted due to 

....................................................................................fog. 
4. As a result of rapid economic growth and the migration of millions of people from the countryside, 

many of China’s biggest cities have experienced a 
....................................................................................transformation over the last 2 decades. 

5. Due to the government’s huge debt and shrinking revenue, the prime minister decided to introduce 
....................................................................................spending cuts in its next budget. 

6. Due to the heavy air pollution, the nearby mountains to the east of the city looked quite 
..................................................................................... 

7. Even though he was on the 30th floor of the high rise hotel, the man could hear 
....................................................................................music coming from a nightclub down in the street across the 
road and the bass was also making the windows of his room vibrate. So he went down to reception 
to complain.  

8. Health authorities ....................................................................................a warning to residents to avoid swimming in 
the town’s lake due to the high rates of pollution detected.  

9. Many companies these days offer ....................................................................................working hours to their 
management staff. For example, they can have a day off when they need to and make up the hours 
by working longer days or from home.  

10. Over the last 5 years, Australia’s inflation rate has ....................................................................................around the 
2-3% mark. 

11. Police were called to an address after neighbours reported a large crowd of people drinking on the 
street and causing a disturbance. As soon as they arrived, the crowd 
..................................................................................... 

12. The Consumer Price ....................................................................................measures the change in the average 
cost of prices for a basket of goods and services over a particular period of time. 

13. The employee was having trouble ....................................................................................with the longer working 
hours of his new job so he asked his boss if she would consider hiring another person to assist him.  

14. The polar lights are a natural ....................................................................................found in both the northern and 
southern hemispheres. If you are in the right place and conditions are favourable, you can see 
spectacular shafts or curtains of coloured light in the night sky. 

15. The thick blanket of fog began to ....................................................................................after the sun rose and flights 
into and out of the city’s main airport were expected to resume by 10am. 
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ANSWERS 
 
 T 
 anti-pollution masks 
 T 
 Forcing about the half 

the cars off the roads 
 The pollution can 

disappear overnight 
 
1. 500 meters 
2. F 

3. It is according to the number plate (one ending with an odd number can 
only be driven on odd days in the calendar and vice versa) 

4. F 
5. The closing down of schools 
6. Schools have not been forced to close but a large number are closed 
7. Bill Birtles says people seem largely in favour of the red alert regulations 
8. 25 to 50 
9. People are using their central heating systems more 
10. A lack of wind 

  
have a strong effect, extreme drastic  
break up, thin out and disappear disperse 
disappear, dissolve dissipate 
easily changed if needed flexible  
formerly make known or give out issue  
indicator or measure of something index 
manage, handle coping  
not clear in shape, fuzzy, blurred hazy 
occurrence, situation that is observed to exist or happen phenomenon 
only just barely  
soft, not loud because of being blocked muffled 
stay at or near a particular level hovering  
sudden and striking dramatic 
surround, cover completely engulf 
thick, solid dense  
 
1. After a loud explosion, the building was engulfed in flames and it took dozens of firefighters more than 2 

hours to bring the blaze under control. 
2. After sleeping in, the woman barely made it to the airport on time to catch her flight. Luckily she did as 

she would have had to wait until the next day for another one. 
3. All flights from the airport were cancelled and arriving flights diverted due to dense fog. 
4. As a result of rapid economic growth and the migration of millions of people from the countryside, many of 

China’s biggest cities have experienced a dramatic transformation over the last 2 decades. 
5. Due to the government’s huge debt and shrinking revenue, the prime minister decided to introduce 

drastic spending cuts in its next budget. 
6. Due to the heavy air pollution, the nearby mountains to the east of the city looked quite hazy. 
7. Even though he was on the 30th floor of the high rise hotel, the man could hear muffled music coming 

from a nightclub down in the street across the road and the bass was also making the windows of his 
room vibrate. So he went down to reception to complain.  

8. Health authorities issued a warning to residents to avoid swimming in the town’s lake due to the high 
rates of pollution detected.  

9. Many companies these days offer flexible working hours to their management staff. For example, they 
can have a day off when they need to and make up the hours by working longer days or from home.  

10. Over the last 5 years, Australia’s inflation rate has hovered around the 2-3% mark. 
11. Police were called to an address after neighbours reported a large crowd of people drinking on the street 

and causing a disturbance. As soon as they arrived, the crowd dissipated. 
12. The Consumer Price Index measures the change in the average cost of prices for a basket of goods and 

services over a particular period of time. 
13. The employee was having trouble coping with the longer working hours of his new job so he asked his 

boss if she would consider hiring another person to assist him.  
14. The polar lights are a natural phenomenon found in both the northern and southern hemispheres. If you 

are in the right place and conditions are favourable, you can see spectacular shafts or curtains of 
coloured light in the night sky. 

15. The thick blanket of fog began to disperse after the sun rose and flights into and out of the city’s main 
airport were expected to resume by 10am. 

 


